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Recording is a highly skilled craft combining art and science. It requires technical knowledge as well as musical understanding and critical listening ability. By learning these skills, you can capture a musical performance and reproduce it with quality sound for the enjoyment and inspiration of others.

Your recordings will become carefully tailored creations of which you can be proud. They will be a legacy that can bring pleasure to many people for years to come.

This book is intended as a hands-on, practical guide for beginning recording engineers, producers, musicians—anyone who wants to make better music recordings by understanding recording equipment and techniques. I hope to prepare the reader for work in a home studio, a small professional studio, or an on-location recording session.

*Practical Recording Techniques* offers up-to-date information on the latest music recording technology, such as hard-disk and Flash memory recorders, computer recording, loop-based recording, keyboard and digital workstations, MIDI, surround sound, Web audio, and online collaboration. But it also guides the beginner through the basics, showing how to make quality recordings with the new breed of inexpensive home-studio equipment.

The first chapter answers the question, “Why do we record?” Next, the book overviews the recording chain to instill a system concept. The basics of sound, signals and studio acoustics are explained so that you’ll know what you’re controlling when you adjust the controls on a piece of recording equipment or build a studio. Then advice is given on equipping a home studio for any style of recording, with examples of equipment manufacturers.

Studio setup is covered next, including cables and connections, choosing monitor speakers, and preventing hum.
Each piece of recording equipment is explained in detail, as well as the control-room techniques you’ll use during actual sessions. Two chapters are devoted to the technology of digital recording, audio for video and MIDI sequencing. A major chapter on computer recording covers the latest ways of creating and recording music. Two sections on remote recording cover techniques for both popular and classical music.

A special chapter explains how to judge recordings and improve them. The engineer must know not only how to use the equipment, but also how to tell good sound from bad.

The latest developments in recording are surround sound, Web audio, and online collaboration. All these topics are covered in detail in their own chapters.

Finally, four appendices explain the decibel, suggest how to optimize your computer for multitrack recording, explain impedance, and suggest further education.

On the book’s Web site at www.elsevierdirect.com/companions/9780240811444 are audio samples that demonstrate various topics explained in the book. Throughout the text, references to specific Web site tracks guide the reader to relevant audio demonstrations.

Based on my work as a professional recording engineer, this book is full of tips and shortcuts for making great-sounding recordings, whether in a professional studio, project studio, on-location, or at home. You’ll find many topics not covered in similar texts:

- Loop-based recording
- Hum prevention tips
- The latest monitoring methods
- Examples of mic models by type
- Microphone selection guide
- Tonal effects of microphone placement
- Glossary of sound-quality descriptions
- The latest types of digital recorders
- Up-to-date coverage of computer recording
- Optimizing your computer for multitrack recording
- Documenting the recording session
- Audio-for-video techniques
- On-location recording
Troubleshooting bad sound; guidelines for good sound
Audio on the Web
Selling your music online
File sharing for online collaboration
Surround sound, DVD, and Blu-ray
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